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of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect
Union, establish Justice, ensure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to
ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America. " — Preamble to the Constitution
The United States of America election season is upon us and many issues are
at the forefront; some real, some perceived to be real, and some just
downright fantasy. Regardless of your political affiliation, you are afforded
the opportunity (actually you have the right) to participate in the final
outcome simply by voting. In that same breath you are also afforded the right
to not vote if you so choose. Rights, choices, decisions, results – the election
season in a nutshell.
Interestingly, the four elements of the voting “nutshell” applies to your facility
or operation when it comes to how you equip it. You and those around you
have the right to choose whatever product(s) you want – or simply to not
choose. Your collective decision will ultimately determine the result of how
you support or respond to your end-customer, or in the political arena, the
constituent. Just as in our political system there are many types, many
choices, and sometimes a bad decision isn’t realized until months, or perhaps
years, later. In the end, though, it all comes down to how informed we are.
Did we truly do our “due diligence” and ask the right questions and more
importantly get a verifiable answer? In the world of politics there really isn’t
a demonstration phase to help make our decisions easier. However, in the
product world there surely is. When it comes time to decide on your next IDS,
demand a demo. When it is time to upgrade your software, go see it working
somewhere in the operational environment. When it is time to add a
software interface to an IDS network, ask for a live demonstration – is the
data correct, does the interface move the data the way you want, etc.?
Whether it be political or product-based, become better informed. Then use
that knowledge to vote for your candidate of choice and cast your vote for an
IDS that will work in your facility .
- Darrin Luedke, Vice President & COO
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Putting a Face to a Name
Louann Tracey is originally
from South Florida, where
she was born and raised in the
Hollywood / Fort Lauderdale
area. Louann happily admits
that the beach is her favorite
place and will escape there
whenever she has a chance.
Louann has been with the SAI
team for over 6 years and is
the Director of Accounting. In
this position, Louann oversees
the financial management of
SAI, human resources, and
other administrative activates.
Additionally, Louann works
closely with all departments
on contract execution and
management.
Louann proudly says, “Family
is everything to me”. Each
Sunday you’ll find Louann
hosting a family dinner for her
kids and grandkids. She feels
blessed to be able to share
this time, creating wonderful
memories with her five
grandchildren.
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AAAS Patch
Management Program

The Army Airfield Automation System
(AAAS) provides critical weather and
operational information to Air Traffic
Control
facilities worldwide. As with all systems installed on U.S.
Army networks, security is of the utmost concern. To help ensure and verify
system security, all LAN connected computers and systems are scanned,
including AAAS. To assist in this process, Systems Atlanta Inc. (SAI) develops and
maintains the AAAS Patch Deployment Package (PDP), which provides U.S.
Army sites with the means to keep all workstations up to date with the latest
security patches, ensuring AAAS systems pass all scans.
From a single AAAS workstation, patches are downloaded and then pushed to
all other workstations with no operational impact to end users. A single reboot
of the system is necessary, but can be scheduled to take place at any time that
is operationally convenient. The entire process typically requires only about 15
minutes of Database Administrator interaction.
In addition to the development and maintenance of the PDPs, SAI manages the
process of each month’s patch deployment. Email notifications are sent to all
sites upon availability of each download, support is provided, and detailed PDP
tracking reports are delivered to U.S. Army Product Management Air Traffic
Control Systems (PM- ATC). This process gives the U.S. Army the tools required
to keep their system secure from threats, without putting extra workload on
the administrators.
- Scott Cantrell, Sr. Systems Analyst

As most are aware, on August 29th, 2016 the
Integrating sUAS
Department of Transportation’s (DOT) Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) put into effect an
Operations
addition to Part 107 to Title 14 Code for the
routine commercial use of small unmanned aircraft systems
(sUAS or
“drones”), opening pathways towards fully integrating UAS into the nation’s
airspace. The major provisions of this regulatory action do establish certain
criteria to mitigate risk; such as, limiting sUAS to
daylight and civil twilight operations with appropriate
collision lighting, confined areas of operation, and visual
-line-of-sight operations. Another significant aspect of
this rule is the authorization of routine commercial
sUAS operations within Class B, C, D and E airspace, with
Air Traffic Control (ATC) permission. Now, the question
is: What is the process or mechanism for commercial sUAS operators to obtain
ATC permission?
Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI), the world leader in Integrated Information Display &
Dissemination Systems (IDS) and AirMap, the world's leading provider of
airspace information and services for unmanned aircraft, may have the answer.
In March 2016, AirMap’s Digital Notice and Awareness System™ (D-NAS)
launched, enabling sUAS operators to file digital notice of flight information to
...continued on page 2
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airports, providing airport operations centers awareness of UAS operations in
their area. In collaboration with AirMap, SAI will assimilate D-NAS data into its
IDS, Model Five (IDS5™) software as part of the IDS-Airport Operations (AO)
solution. This integrated data in-turn can ‘feed’ an IDS5™ external interface that
will disseminate sUAS activity notifications directly
to ATC and be displayed on the FAA’s IDS4 and
Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS)
Controller Equipment – Information Display System
(ACE-IDS) legacy systems.
While there are still many questions on how the
newest Part 107 to Title 14 Code changes will be
managed, it is clear that it will be dependent on a collaborative exchange of
information. The exciting and forward-leaning cooperative efforts of SAI and
AirMap have brought into existence an IT solution capable of meeting not only
today’s but also tomorrow’s anticipated challenges.

Describing the Organization’s
Data to eIDS6™

- Joe Kirk, Director/Business Development

System Atlanta’s Enterprise Information Display & Dissemination
System (eIDS6TM) takes in data from sources inside and outside the
enterprise and stores it in a Data Content Repository (DCR). The
DCR saves data in a way that is similar to an Extensible Markup
Language (XML) document.
We discuss here how each
Organization in the enterprise can describe its data to the DCR
using the eIDS6TM Web-based System Administration Application.
Resources and processes must be managed in an organized manner
for an Operation to be effective and efficient. Organized processes
naturally produce and consume data that can be grouped in a
similar way. In an earlier article (Quarterly Newsletter CY 2015
1st QTR) we described how eIDS6TM allows each Organization
and Operation in the enterprise to manage its Enterprise
Information Display & Dissemination System (EIDS) resources. This
includes data stored in the DCR.

Data is partitioned into groups of subjects called Subject Categories. Each
category can be thought of as a separate XML document. Categories are based
on the same subject classifications that support the Operations. Just as XML
elements or tags make up an XML document a Subject Category is composed of
groups of Subjects that describe it in more detail. An XML element is also
described by attributes, and a DCR Subject can contain a set of Data Items.
Data Items can be numbers or text. They can also represent complex data
including image, word processing or spreadsheet files. An XML element can
contain sub-elements, and a DCR Subject can contain additional Sub-Subjects
that describe it in more detail. Stored in this way data can be read using XML
queries. Our next article continues discussing the DCR and describes how EIDS
page designers can link their display pages to the data for presentation by the
eIDS6TM display program.
- Dan Walden, Director/Engineering

We Are Here for You
Here at Systems Atlanta, we
take pride in being the first
level of support for both the
U.S. Army’s Army Airfield
Automation System (AAAS)
and the U.S. Air Force’s
Airfield Automation System
(AFAS). We continually strive
to provide the absolute best
tech support possible for all
our customers. Our dedicated
support team is here to
answer all your questions,
from the simplest, to the
more uncommon and difficult.
Do you need some help
understanding or applying any
of the new IDS5TM features?
Give us a call, we can help you
understand the features and
how to implement them into
your own database. Our
highly qualified technicians
stand ready to answer your
questions and they enjoy the
challenge of finding creative
solutions to best fulfill your
facilities’ specific operational
needs.

Again, we are the first level
support for your AAAS and
AFAS programs, please do not
hesitate to contact us…we
stand ready to assist.
- Fraser Dorsey, Systems Support Technician

About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides
comprehensive solutions and
services that address the
technology requirements of
civilian and government air
traffic control, aviation, and
emergency facilities. As the
leader in the Information
Integration & Display Systems
(IDS) industry, SAI has more
than 30 years of experience
developing and implementing
IDS networks in all operational
environments anywhere in
the world. The company’s
solutions include the widely
adopted and highly tailorable
IDS5™ ISD product suite and
network engineering services.
In addition, SAI offers both
classroom and online training
courses, technical support,
program management, and
other services designed to
improve customers’ access to
information, responsiveness
situational awareness, and
operational efficiencies.

2016-2017 Training
& Event Calendar
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Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities
throughout 2016-2017 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw,
GA. Whether you are new to IDS5™ or an experienced IDS5™
Database Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.
Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several conferences
in 2016-2017. This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on
demonstration of the most current features and capabilities.

IDS5™ v1.8 Database Administrator Refresher Course - AAAS & AFAS Compatible
IDS5™ v1.8 Database Administrator Course - AAAS & AFAS Compatible
IDS5™ v1.8 Advanced Database Administrator & Maintenance Course - AAAS Compatible
IDS5™ v1.8 Advanced Database Administrator & Maintenance Course - AFAS Compatible
Closed for Holiday Observance

36th Annual FAAMA—Gathering of Eagles in Orlando, FL
61st Annual ATCA Conference and Exposition in National Harbor, DC

Systems Atlanta, Inc.
1100 Cobb International Place. NW
Kennesaw GA 30152
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